The first direct measurements of an impurity particle flux driven by drift-wave turbulence in a toroidal magnetized plasma are reported. The correlation between the impurity density and radial velocity fluctuations is measured using ion Doppler spectroscopy. The small, very fast radial velocity fluctuation is resolved with the aid of a new linearized spectrum correlation analysis method that rejects uncorrelated noise as the sample size increases. The measured C 2+ turbulent impurity flux in the edge of the plasma is directed inward and is consistent with impurity density measurements. This is also the first direct evidence for fluctuation-induced transport due to trapped-electron-mode turbulence in reversed field pinch plasmas.
Understanding and controlling impurity transport in a toroidal magnetized plasma is essential to achieve controlled fusion. The accumulation of impurity ions, i.e., those which are not fusion fuel, enhances radiation power loss and dilutes the fuel, thus threatening sustained burning plasma conditions. For toroidal confinement in a tokamak or stellarator magnetic configuration, impurity accumulation arises in part from inwardly directed neoclassical Coulomb collisional transport [1] , although there is a parameter regime in which "temperature screening" helps limit impurity accumulation [2] . The impact of impurities tends to be exacerbated if the plasma is surrounded by high-Z metal components, as planned for ITER and anticipated in future fusion reactors. Recent experiments in JET with an ITER-like wall illustrate the concern, and it has been necessary to identify operational scenarios that limit impurity accumulation [3] . In these scenarios, it is thought that non-collisional transport resulting from plasma turbulence helps expel impurities [4] . Similar circumstances have been studied in other tokamak, stellarator, and reverse field pinch plasmas [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] .
Bulk particle and heat transport in toroidal fusion plasmas are often dominated by turbulent drive mechanisms. Measurements of turbulent transport for all key plasma quantities are thus essential to develop a robust understanding of these complex plasma processes. While there have been many investigations of plasma turbulence and transport in toroidal plasmas (e.g. [10] [11] [12] [13] [14] [15] [16] ) and linear devices (e.g. [17, 18] ) a direct measurement of fluctuationinduced impurity ion transport has not been made to our knowledge (as opposed to inferred from analysis of particle balance). Improved understanding of impurity transport will help facilitate the development of particle control strategies that could employ turbulent transport mechanisms, as in the examples noted above.
This letter reports the first direct measurement of the turbulence-driven impurity particle flux in a high temper-ature toroidal plasma. Small fluctuations in the plasma flow, v r , are resolved using a new spectral line analysis method. The line emission simultaneously yields a measurement of the fluctuating impurity particle density, n z , so that a direct determination of the particle flux, Γ z = ⟨ n z v r ⟩, becomes possible. The measurements are made in the edge of MST [19] improved-confinement reversed field pinch (RFP) plasmas exhibiting densitygradient-driven trapped-electron-mode (TEM) microturbulence [20] [21] [22] [23] . In a toroidal magnetically confined plasma, the portion of the electron population trapped within the minimum magnetic field region can facilitate an instability driven by gradients in the bulk electron density or temperature. This is also the first direct measurement of turbulent transport associated with drift-wave instability in an RFP plasma. The measured fluctuation-induced carbon flux is directed inward, which is expected for an edge-peaked impurity profile. A practical concern for the RFP is that inward impurity transport opposes favorable temperature screening of impurity ions for the RFP configuration's native classical collisional transport [24] [25] [26] . For example, this could increase the plasma's electrical resistivity, η ∼ Z ef f , and adversely affect inductive control of MHD tearing instabilities, apart from the basic concerns related to impurity accumulation in a fusion plasma.
Recent modeling and measurements show that driftwaves are unstable in MST plasmas when large-scale magnetic fluctuations and stochastic transport [27] are suppressed, suggesting microtubulence could ultimately limit confinement in RFP plasmas. Tokamaklevel improved-confinement conditions are achieved using inductive control of the MHD tearing instability that generates the large-scale magnetic fluctuations [28, 29] . Gyrokinetic modeling based on MST experimental equilibria using the GENE code predicts that the density-gradient-driven trapped-electron mode is fastestgrowing, destablized by the increase in plasma pressure resulting from improved confinement [20] [21] [22] . Density fluctuations measured with FIR interferometry in 200 kA plasmas exhibit a critical-density-gradient thresh-old, R 0 /L n = R 0 |∇n e |/n e ≳ 18, consistent with the GENE modeling [23] . The measured fluctuations are localized to the strong density gradient region, r/a ≈ 0.8, and the spectrum peaks at k ⊥ ρ s ∼ 0.15, where k ⊥ is the perpendicular wavenumber and ρ s ≈ 1.5 cm is the ion sound gyroradius. The modeling and measurements reveal the importance of residual large-scale magnetic fluctuations that disrupt zonal flow and allow the TEM turbulence to saturate at a density gradient near the linear stability threshold [22] . While the interferometer density measurements are consistent with the GENE modeling, they do not address the predicted energy and particle transport associated with the TEM turbulence.
The measurements reported here were made in improved-confinement MST plasmas with a plasma current, I p = 380 kA, line-averaged density,n e = 0.6 × 10 19 m −3 , and central electron temperature, T e (r = 0) = 1 keV. The major and minor radii of the plasma are R 0 = 1.5 m and a = 0.5 m respectively. A high-throughput, narrow-bandpass spectrometer sensitive to emission in the near-UV to blue [30, 31] is used to measure the impurity line emission from C 2+ ions located in the outer region of the plasma. Carbon is an intrinsic impurity in MST plasmas sublimated from graphite limiters mounted on the interior vessel wall. The light emission from this low charge state of carbon is stimulated by collisions with thermal electrons.
FIG. 1. The viewing geometry for the C 2+ transport measurements. A duo spectrometer [30] accepts two spatial channels whose optical ray paths, shown in pink and green, can be adjusted in relative orientation. For the transport measurement, the two views are radial within 5 • , and the near-field foci separation is aligned to the pitch of the magnetic field.
The C 2+ emission yields new information about the TEM microturbulence and provides the basis for direct measurements of the fluctuation-induced impurity particle flux. The viewing geometry is shown in Fig. 1 . The duo spectrometer collects light via optical fibers that view the plasma radially through a porthole in MST's close-fitting aluminum shell, shown in grey. The observed Doppler shift is therefore due to the radial velocity of the plasma flow. The C 2+ 464.7 nm emission shell, shown in light blue, is calculated using the charge-state profiles obtained from previous analysis using a time-dependent 1D collisional-radiative impurity transport code [26] . The location and extent of the predicted emission profile are consistent with radiance measurements taken across the poloidal cross section. The pink and green light cones are focused on the near field where the rays pass through the C 2+ shell the first time. The relative separation of the light cones at the focal point is 1.6 cm, which is comparable to ρ s . The rays pass through the C 2+ shell again in the far field, and, therefore, each spatial channel collects C 2+ emission light from the near and far fields. We treat the contribution from the far field as a DC component since small-spatial-scale fluctuations are averaged out in the far field's larger sample volume. Example waveforms for a typical improvedconfinement plasma that exhibits the emergence of TEM microturbulence are shown in Fig. 2 , which includes data from the (a) high-throughput spectrometer, (b) high-bandwidth FIR interferometer [32, 33] , and (c) magnetic fluctuations measured by a toroidal array of pickup loop sensors at r = a. Before 10 ms, tearing instabilities (< 50kHz) cause large fluctuations in the C 2+ emission and electron density, illustrated by the spectrograms in Figs. 2(a) and (b). The electron density fluctuations associated with the tearing instability have been studied previously on MST [34, 35] . The improved confinement period begins at 10 ms, and the amplitude of magnetic fluctuations is greatly reduced, indicated by the reduction in b rms /B(a) shown in Fig. 2(c) . The electron density gradient steepens at r/a ≳ 0.7, and high-frequency (∼100 kHz) fluctuations emerge in both the C 2+ line emission and electron density.
Two fiber optic views are employed with toroidal separation to measure the perpendicular wavelength using two-point correlation methods (N.B. the poloidal field is dominant in the edge region of an RFP). An ensemble of C 2+ line emission data from similar discharges was obtained to analyze the frequency-wavelength power spectrum. While not shown here, the spectral power density peaks at k ⊥ ρ i ∼ 0.25 and spreads to k ⊥ ρ i ∼ 0.7, where k ⊥ ≈ k ϕ . The peak is at modestly higher k ⊥ than in 200 kA plasmas [23] . The mode propagation is in the electron diamagnetic drift direction in the plasma rest frame, as expected for an electron-branch drift wave. With the views oriented instead along the magnetic field, we find k || ≪ k ⊥ . (The small field-aligned separation of the fiber optic focii makes it difficult to measure k || precisely.) These observations are consistent with expectations for the density-gradient-driven TEM predicted by GENE modeling. Also, the power spectrum (Fig. 2) is relatively narrow, which is similar to the "quasi-coherent" characteristic of TEM turbulence observed in tokamak plasmas [36] [37] [38] .
A direct measurement of the fluctuation-induced impurity particle flux is possible because the spectral emission of C 2+ yields information on v r due to the Doppler shift of the line emission and n z through the emission strength.
While v r is measured directly through the Doppler shift (if resolved), obtaining the C 2+ density fluctuation, n C 2+ , is less straightforward. Under the relevant plasma conditions, electron impact excitation is the dominant process through which C 2+ ions radiate at 464.7 nm (recombination and charge exchange are negligible). The ion charge-state balance can be considered quasi-static since it evolves on the longer collisional timescale. The emission coefficient for electron-imapct collisions is
where n e is the electron density, n C 2+ is the C 2+ ion density, and PEC is a photon emission coefficient for the λ 0 = 464.7 nm C 2+ emission line that contains the collisional excitation cross section and branching fraction for the transition. As a drift wave passes through the lineof-sight, there is a radial plasma displacement of order ρ s that advects plasma along the gradient direction of these quantities, which results in a fluctuation in each quantity in Eq. (1). From the continuity equation, the relative fluctuation amplitude in the particle densities due to this advective motion is related to the inverse gradient scale length, e.g., iω n e = v · ∇n e . Similar relations hold for the impurity density and temperature. By linearizing and normalizing Eq. (1), we have
and L Te = T e,0 /|∇T e,0 |, L ne = n e,0 /|∇n e,0 |, and L n C 2+ = n C 2+ ,0 /|∇n C 2+ ,0 |. Profiles of n e,0 , n C 2+ ,0 , and ε 0 for the C 2+ 464.7 nm line emission [39] are shown in Fig. 3 . The line-averaged α is about 0.34 under the assumption that T e /T e,0 is constant over the emission shell. At the peak of the emission shell, L C 2+ ∼ 1.5 cm while L ne , L Te ∼ 6.0 cm suggesting that the dominant source of the emission fluctuations is due to advection of the impurity so that ε/ε ≈ n C 2+ /n C 2+ ,0 . Note as well that the outwarddirected C +2 density gradient implies n C 2+ has opposite phase relative to n e and T e . Even with the use of a high-étendue spectrometer with amplification from PMTs, we do not collect sufficient photons on the drift-wave fluctuation timescale (2π/ω ∼ 10 µs) using conventional emission line fitting techniques. Instead, we use linearized spectrum correlation analysis (LSCA) [40] . In LSCA, we subdivide spectral channels into two groups, A and B (as in Fig. 4 (a) or (b)), and sum the signals in each group to create two time series. The two fiber optic views are aligned to match the pitch of the magnetic field to provide independent measurements within a correlation length (recall k ∥ ≪ k ⊥ ). We defineŝ A,f andŝ B,f to be the complex Fourier transform of group A and B at frequency f . The distribution function for the impurity ions is assumed to remain close to a Maxwell-Boltzmann distribution so that fluctuations in the spectral emission coefficient should have a gaussian line shape defined by the total emission fluctuations (which scale with the ion density fluctuations n C 2+ ,f /n C 2+ ,0 , ion velocity fluctuations v r,f , and C 2+ temperature fluctuations T C 2+ ,f ). Linearizing the fluctuations in the lineshape allows us to writê
where the coefficients k A and c T,A depend on the steady state emission line shape measured in spectral channels in group A, and x A,f is the contribution from uncorrelated fluctuations. We use c and m C for the speed of light and the mass of carbon. The expression forŝ B,f is similar. When groups A and B are composed of distinct channels, the cross spectrum ⟨ŝ * A,fŝ B,f ⟩ reflects fluctuations in the emission line shape while rejecting noise, x A,f and x B,f . The physical quantities of interest can be extracted by making different groupings for A and B and iterating the same steps.
We analyze two sets of channels, groupings I and II shown in Fig. 4 (a) and (b) such that
where ε/ε ≈ n C 2+ /n C 2+ ,0 is assumed. The triangle brackets with a subscript represent the ensemble average of a channel grouping specified by the subscript, e.g. ⟨X⟩ I is the ensemble average of a certain quantity, X for grouping I. The cross-spectra and coherence levels for each grouping are shown in Fig. 4 (c)-(f). Since ⟨k A + k B ⟩ I and ⟨k A +k B ⟩ II can be calculated from the time-averaged emission line-shape and the spectral transfer functions of the spectrometer, we can infer the particle transport Re⟨ n C 2+ ,f v * r,f ⟩ from Eq. (6). The spectral density of the measured impurity particle flux Γ C 2+ = Re⟨ n C 2+ ,f v * r,f ⟩ is shown in Fig. 5 , which reveals net inward transport of C 2+ in the frequency range 80-250 kHz that corresponds to TEM turbulence. The Im⟨ n C 2+ ,f v * r,f ⟩ component is determined from an equation similar to Eq. (6) [40] , and its positive value (Fig. 5 ) is consistent with a π/2 relative phase expected from Eq. (3) when the emission fluctuations are dominated by impurity density for waves propagating in the electron diamagnetic direction. Integrating over the frequency range associated with the TEM turbulence (80 to 250 kHz), the inward C 2+ flux is Γ C 2+ ,turb = 8.6 ± 0.9 × 10 16 m −2 s −1 . The neglected contributions fromñ e and T e have the opposite phase as n C 2+ . Thus the flux may be underestimated. The rms amplitude of n C 2+ is straightforwardly measured using a group of wavelength channels that symmetrically span the peak at λ j ≈ 0, which yields | n C 2+ |/n C 2+ ,0 = 0.16 ± 0.01. Similarly, the rms amplitude of v r is measured using groups of channels taken equally from either side of the peak to maximize sensitivity to blue and red-shift, which yields | v r | = 0.8 ± 0.2 km/s. Previous impurity particle balance analysis for MST plasmas yielded estimates for the fully-stripped C 6+ diffusion coefficient, D ex , and the (outward) convection velocity, v ex [26] . The coefficients for classical collisional transport, D cl and v cl , were also evaluated. For 380 kA PPCD plasmas, D ex ≈ 1.5 m 2 /s, D cl ≈ 0.5 m 2 /s, v ex ≈ −15 m/s, and v cl ≈ −20 m/s at r/a = 0.9. Comparison of the C 6+ particle balance with the directly-measured turbulent particle flux for C 2+ exposes the importance of turbulent transport in these plasmas. If Γ C 2+ ,turb is convection-dominated, then Γ C 2+ ,turb /n C 2+ ,0 ≃ −48±5 m/s. If Γ C 2+ ,turb is diffusive, then Γ C 2+ ,turb /∇n C 2+ ,0 ≃ 0.72 m 2 /s. These values are significant compared with either D ex and v ex , or D cl and v cl . This implies that turbulence plays an important role in impurity particle balance. It is also the first direct experimental evidence for significant transport associated with TEM turbulence in improvedconfinement RFP plasmas. The TEM fluctuations are expected to be dominantly electrostatic, and therefore all species have the same flow fluctuation, v ≈ E × B 0 . While the emission fluctuations are dominated by C 2+ impurities, the LSCA measurement of | v r | ≃ 0.8 km/s allows an upper-bound estimate of the electron flux associated with the TEM turbulence using an independent measurement of n e obtained from FIR interferometry (as in [23] ). For the plasmas described here, | n e | ≃ 1.4 × 10 17 m −3 for the 80-250 kHz frequency range at r/a = 0.8. Therefore, Γ e,turb = ⟨ n e v r ⟩ ⩽ | n e || v r | ≃ 1.1 × 10 20 m −2 s −1 . Unfortunately the port access on MST does not easily permit the spectroscopic measurement to be located within a TEM correlation length of the FIR interferometer, so the cross-correlation phase is not known. Previous global particle balance analysis yielded Γ e,ex ≃ 2 × 10 20 m −2 s −1 in the edge of similar PPCD plasmas [34] . Therefore, TEM turbulence is likely to be a significant contributor to electron transport in the edge. A complete measurement of the electron flux is warranted via diagnostic upgrades or insertable probes to determine whether microturbu-lence is the dominant electron transport mechanism.
In summary, we have, for the first time, directly measured the transport of impurity ions associated with microturbulence in a toroidal magnetically confined plasma. The Doppler shift and impurity density fluctuations are resolved using a high-performance spectrometer and a new spectral analysis method. This is the first evidence for transport associated TEM microturbulence in improved-confinement RFP plasmas, helping confirm predictions from gyrokinetic modeling. The measurement techniques used here can be applied to other high temperature plasmas to measure velocity fluctuations and characterize the turbulent transport of impurities and electrons.
